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CHAPTER 2

Observing the Ocean

Compared to the atmospheric sciences, oceanography has a special avor because measure-
ments are so di�cult. Radio waves do not propagate through the sea at useful frequencies.
Among other problems, () no analog exists of the capability in meteorology of measuring
cloud velocities and temperature pro�les from space; () information cannot be sent back to
shore electronically in the way weather balloons transmit data to observers at the surface;
() from a ship, ocean surface properties alone can be measured, or an instrument must be
placed physically at the depth where the observation is required; and () if long-duration
measurements are needed, the instrument must be kept in place, internally recording the
changing values being sensed.

�e problem of observation is further complicated by the high pressures at depth: each
 m of ocean depth increases the ambient pressure by about one atmosphere of pressure;
seawater is corrosive everywhere; biological fouling is a major problem in the upper re-
gions; and surface instruments are mechanically stressed by thousands of wave cycles over
weeks and months. A somewhat brief description of many (far from all) of the major mea-
surement technologies is given here because so much of what is believed understood of
the ocean is, and has always been, �ltered and distorted through the prism of the available
observational tools.
Because of the present intense interest in climate trends, questions of whether the ocean

has been getting warmer or fresher or moving faster or slower over the last decades and
centuries, or even whether its volume is changing, are very conspicuous. Some understanding
must be gained of how the measurement technology, its coverage, and its accuracy have
evolved through time. Deacon et al. () and Peterson et al. () provided useful and

Instruments that autonomously periodically return to the surface for satellite communications have also
recently become available. But only under special circumstances do they return to a �xed location.

Any history of oceanographic instrument development would necessarily acknowledge the major role played
by the US and other navies. Perceived military needs, as well as the great expense and time required to shepherd
an idea from laboratory prototype to something routinely deployable by nonspecialist observers, have o�en meant
that only a naval organization could a�ord it. Military needs have also commonly dictated the space and time
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Observing the Ocean • 5

interesting summaries of observations dating from antiquity to the late nineteenth century.
More extended accounts of measurement methods of their era can be found in von Arx ,
Baker , Heinmiller , Laughton et al. , Robinson , and Martin , the
latter two for satellites. Here only a sketch is provided to give of the avor of the subject and
as background for understanding of some of the di�culties observational oceanographers
have had, and continue, to face. Many instrument types and concerns are revisited later in
discussions of the meaning of the observations for the physics.
Oceanographers now o�en download “data” from theWeb, sometimes failing to recognize

how remote the numbers are from the original measurements. Tabulated values commonly
are derived from very complicated measurement systems and are the result of complex
manipulation and processing of the observations. An outcome can be theories or models of
nonexistent phenomena—or the opposite, the failure to detect signi�cant physical processes.

2.1 SHIPS

Ships have been the major platforms for observations of the ocean since antiquity. Without
them, no deep-sea measurements would have existed. Published histories of the evolution
of boats and ships abound; platform evolution from human to wind to engine power is well
known. What is relevant for understanding oceanographic observations are that they have
been, and remain, expensive and slow. Depending upon the region, time of year, and adequacy
of the vessel, they can produce extreme discomfort in scienti�c observers of varying intestinal
fortitude. �e �rst recognizable oceanographic expeditions are sometimes traced to Edmond
Halley (), who measured tides and the geomagnetic �eld at sea (Cook, ), or to the
Challenger expedition of . Even at the outset, the �nancial requirements for ship use were
so onerous that only a government agency could sponsor the work—in both these cases, it
was the UK Royal Navy. For awhile in the early twentieth century, wealthy amateurs with
their own seagoing yachts (the Prince of Monaco, Fridtjof Nansen, Henry Bryant Bigelow)
made signi�cant contributions to the subject, but that era came to an abrupt halt with the
professionalization that occurred following World War II.

In the modern world (), costs remain a major factor. Although ination renders all
such numbers ultimately nugatory, a modern vessel capable of crossing an ocean basin would
cost about $,/d to operate, not including the cost of the scientists. �e best modern
vessels steam at about  knots (about  km/h) and thus require many days to cross an ocean
basin—even without stopping to make measurements. With the ocean now known to be
changing signi�cantly day by day, and with few scientists willing to spend months and years
at sea as they did hundreds of years ago, the era of the ship as the fundamental sampling
platform in physical oceanography is over, although a need for both oceanographic ships and
seagoing scientists will always exist. (�e situation still remains di�erent in biological and
chemical oceanography.)

distributions of observations, sometimes leading to intractable problems of false apparent ocean variability from the
shi�ing sampling distributions.

Astronomy, as a science, bene�ts in many ways, both direct and indirect, from the activities of amateurs
in producing data interpretable by the observer but o�en also of intense interest to the professionals. Unhappily,
physical oceanography has never been able to provide many such opportunities.
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6 • Chapter 2

2.2 NAVIGATION

Observations at sea are useful only if their location is known. �e accuracy required depends
directly on the type of measurement and its purpose. For Benjamin Franklin, the knowledge
that water temperature within the Gulf Stream was warmer than outside it, provided a very
useful insight, and large uncertainties in latitude and longitude were tolerable. For a more
contemporary scientist attempting to calculate the horizontal derivatives of the density �eld,
∂ρ~∂x, so as to determine the velocity between measurements separated by  km, a  km
error in the distance can totally confound the calculation. Historically, and practically, the
problem of horizontal position has been treated separately from that of determining the depth
of an instrument, and thus “navigation” here refers to the problem of determining latitude
and longitude at sea.
Because of its implications for commerce, the military, exploration, and science, elaborate

discussions exist of the history of navigation. Sobel () provided a well-known popular-
ization of the romantic story of Harrison’s marine chronometer. But oceanographers have
always been intensely interested in obtaining and using the most precise available navigation
systems, and a summary will have to su�ce. See Bowditch, , for a history and a guide to
many of the available methods.
Before the Second World War, navigational techniques had hardly changed in their

fundamentals since the invention of the marine chronometer. Determining position at sea
depended upon the compass, the ship’s log (a speed-measuring device), the determination
of the positions of astronomical bodies with sextants and related instruments, elaborate
numerical tables, and the very real skill of human navigators.World War II brought systems
related to the invention of radar, including LORAN, Decca, Omega, and the like, which
permitted all-weather navigation, at least over large areas. �ese worked a revolution for
oceanography in regions such as the North Atlantic where coverage was good. But LORAN
was never global, and putatively global systems like Omega were not very accurate. Radar
itself provided accurate line-of-sight navigation relative to detectable objects such as the shore,
other ships, and dri�ing buoys.
�e advent of Earth-orbiting satellites in the late s eventually brought about the Transit

satellite system, which was operated by the US Navy (see Bowditch, ) and provided
accurate but highly sporadic temporal coverage, and later the revolutionaryGlobal Positioning
System (GPS), and soon perhaps, rival non-US networks. Beyond GPS, improved horizontal
position accuracy is unlikely to have a major further impact on shipboard oceanography,
although measurements will always exist where even greater accuracy and precision can be
used. Quotidian navigational skills have eroded to the ability to push a button—one of the
ways in which electronics has distanced end users from familiarity with observations.

2.3 THE PREELECTRONICS ERA

Electromagnetism as a potentially powerful observation tool was recognized very early: in
 Faraday made a failed attempt to use induced voltages in telegraph cables and had

Some appreciation for the remarkable individual skills that developed can be obtained from the account of the
�nding of South Georgia by FrankWorsley from an open boat in the Southern Ocean—during one of the Shackleton
expeditions (Huntford, ).
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Observing the Ocean • 7

Figure 2.1: Unprotected (left) and protected (center)

reversing thermometers and their auxiliaries. When

inverted (top right) the mercury in the bulb is unable

to drop. The auxiliaries are used to determine the cor-

rections for the ambient temperature at which the

thermometers are read on deck after reversal. (H. U.

Sverdrup, M. W. Johnson, and R. H. Fleming. The

Oceans: Their Physics, Chemistry, and General Biology.

1st ed. © 1942. Reprinted by permission of Pearson

Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ.)

described a hypothetical system for measuring the ow in the English Channel (see Longuet-
Higgins, ). But before about , most measurements were made by purely mechanical
means—because vacuum tube electronics and recording mechanisms available before then
proved far too unreliable to work in the marine environment or to survive preparation and
launch from rolling, pitching vessels with vibrating decks, high humidities, and the sometimes
seasick scientists handling them.�e problem of observing the ocean without recourse to
electronic (or even electrical) methods led, over the years, to a collection of clever methods,
some of which were widely adopted.

REVERSING THERMOMETERS AND NANSEN BOTTLES

�emost impressive measurements of this era were those directed at determining the tem-
perature and salinity at depth from ships. (Salinity, S, is the fraction of mass from salt content
in seawater.) �e methodologies were in place before  and are worth a brief discussion
because they were the backbone of physical measurements until well into the s; they are a
wonderful example of scienti�c ingenuity, and their use directly controlled the understanding
and depiction of the ocean for  years.
Two devices are required.�e �rst, andmore remarkable one, is the reversing thermometer,

whose major feature is a small capillary in the mercury-containing bulb that prevents the
mercury from exiting when the thermometer is inverted (see Fig. .). �e second is the
Nansen bottle (an evolved form of earlier designs), a hollow tube that is attached to a wire from
one point above and one below the tube and then lowered into the ocean.�e lower attachment
point is a screw-on clamp containing an axle about which the bottle can pivot. �e upper
attachment point is another, releasable, clamp, which when struck by a weight (themessenger)
sliding down the wire from above, releases the clamp so that the bottle swings upside down
by the lower pivot (see Fig. .). While the bottle pivots, a ange at each end emerges and
seals o� the water in the tube, making it available then for recovery and laboratory analysis
and simultaneously releasing another messenger. When the bottle swings upside down, it
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8 • Chapter 2

Figure 2.2: The Nansen bottle and how it pivots when the

top coupling is released by a falling messenger weight (f 1)

thus both closing the bottle flanges and releasing a sec-

ond messenger (f 2) to trip any bottle mounted below. The

three stages are shown: I, as lowered; II, in the process of

inverting; III, inverted as hauled back onto the deck.

(Used with permission from G. K. Dietrich, K. Kalle,

W. Krauss, and G. Siedler [1980] General Oceanography,

An Introduction, 2nd ed. English translation of the 1975

German edition. New York: Wiley.)

f1

f1

f2

I II III

inverts the reversing thermometer attached to the bottle by a frame, allowing the mercury
outside of the bulb to fall to what is now the bottom and reecting the temperature at which
the reversal took place. �e thermometer can then be read on deck, in the inverted position.
�e system is completed by using two reversing thermometers—one protected against the
ambient pressure where the reversal takes place; the other is an unprotected thermometer and
is subject to the water pressure—which squeezes excess mercury out of the bulb, making it
read arti�cially high. �e di�erence between the protected and unprotected temperatures
can be then converted into a pressure. From the hydrostatic relationship, which gives the
relationship between water depth and pressure, the physical depth of the measurement can be
calculated. A third, auxiliary, thermometer is used to correct for ambient room temperature.
(Sverdrup et al., , give a brief history; McConnell, , describes predecessor methods.)
A cast was made by having the research vessel steam to the desired location, and a wire

with a heavy weight on the end was lowered on a winch. Nansen bottles with reversing
thermometers (sometimes with only a protected one) were placed on the wire at intervals
from  to  m depending upon the water depth and the available resources. A messenger
was attached at the base of each bottle except for the last one. �e entire string of bottles
(sometimes more than ) was lowered to thousands of meters in the ocean, with the scientist
allowing extra wire out for the catenary formed in a weighted cable strung out from a dri�ing
ship. A�er waiting some minutes for the thermometers to equilibrate, the observer would

Maximum-minimum thermometers preceded development of the reversing thermometer by some decades.
�ey provided the major measurement method during the Challenger Expedition. See Roemmich et al., .
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Observing the Ocean • 9

launch a messenger down the cable that would trip the �rst bottle. When it pivoted, the
�rst bottle would release its messenger, which would then trip the second bottle, etc., all the
way to the bottom. Allowing for the �nite transit time of the messengers, the whole string
of now inverted, hanging bottles would be brought back onto the deck, samples drawn for
salinity and other chemical analysis, and the thermometers read. �e whole process could
take many hours depending upon the number of bottles, the water depth, and things going
wrong (many things could!). A�er years of evolution and experience, this system produced
data of impressive accuracy, with pressures believed accurate to about . to .% of the depth
and temperatures, in expert hands, reproducible (precise) to about .−.XC (Warren,
 discusses di�erences of opinion.)
Salinity measurements were reviewed by Millero et al. (). Measurements from the

Nansen bottle samples were �rst usually done by chemical titrations and later by electronic
measurements of water conductivity, with strenuous e�orts made to retain consistency be-
cause both the technology and even the de�nition of salinity continues to change (Feistel et
al., ; Millero et al., ). �e IOC () technical report describes the latest accepted
de�nitions and procedures. An early salinity chart is shown in Fig. .. Oxygen and nutrient
measurements, which are ancillary to the measurement of temperature and salinity and used
by physical oceanographers primarily as tracers, appeared very early (see, e.g., the plates
in Wüst, , one of which is shown in Fig. .). Methods and their calibration and the
accuracies and precisions have changed greatly over the years and continue to do so; the
reader is referred to Millero’s book () for what is primarily the subject of the physical
chemistry of seawater.

THE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH

Part of the great expense of the Nansen bottle/reversing thermometer method was the ne-
cessity of keeping a ship at a nominally �xed location for many hours or even days. �us
an urgent search existed for methods useful from a ship underway, a search that led to the
invention of the bathythermograph (BT; see Schlee, , for a description of the dispute over
who invented what). A BT is a torpedo-shaped device lowered by winch from a moving ship.
�e torpedo is quite heavy so that it sinks despite its forward speed and cable tether, albeit
the achievable depth from an oceanographic vessel never exceeded about  m. A bellows to
measure pressure was combined with a thermocouple for temperature, which was scratched
onto a smoked-glass slide as the instrument sank through the water. �e instrument was then
brought in by rewinding on the winch, the smoked-glass slide extracted (one problem was
�nding a coating that would not wash o� in seawater), and the temperature as a function
of depth read and recorded. �ese instruments appeared just before the Second World War
and were intensively used by the military because the acoustic �eld governing submarine
hunting or hiding is largely de�ned by the temperature distribution. �e depth achievable
by, for example, a destroyer moving at  knots is, however, much less than that from an
oceanographic ship moving at – knots. Although widely employed, the data were of
restricted use, owing to their relative inaccuracy, in addition to the severe depth limitation,
and the absence of salinity information. BTs could also be very disagreeable to use—because
catching a heavy instrument before it crashed into the vessel as it came out of the water from
a rolling ship was hard on hands, �ngers, bystanders, and the BT itself.

“A murderous instrument.” H. Stommel (in Hogg and Huang, ).
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10 • Chapter 2

Figure 2.3: The salinity (o/oo) at mid-depth in the North Atlantic as depicted by Wüst (1978) from

data obtained from the R/V Meteor in the 1930s. The major feature is the immense salt “tongue”

emanating from the Mediterranean Sea at about 1200 m. As a local maximum it can be traced

around the world in modern data. The depth of the charted values is not constant, varying from

about 1000 m at the latitude of Labrador, to about 2700 m west of the Cape of Good Hope (see

his Insert XII). The arrows shown on this and similar charts are Wüst’s inference of what he

called “spreading” of the water (Ausbreitung in German), a term chosen to avoid distinguishing

between velocity and mixing components of fluid properties.
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Observing the Ocean • 11

Figure 2.4: The oxygen concentration (milliliters per liter) in the deep Atlantic Ocean at the same

locations as in Figure 2.3. (From Wüst, 1978.)
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12 • Chapter 2

Figure 2.5: The von Arx current meter as used on

board ship. The instrument is related to the

better-known Ekman instrument, which had many

variations. In this configuration, dials were read on

deck with the instrument lowered to desired depths.

(From W. S. von Arx [1962]. An Introduction to

Physical Oceanography. Reading, MA:

Addison-Wesley.)

CURRENT METERS

Velocity-measuring devices, current meters, that could send signals up conducting cables to
the ship from which they had been lowered appeared very early in the history of the subject.
Many clever designs appeared, but the most commonly used instruments were variants of
propellers mounted at right angles to each other and combined with an orienting magnetic
compass. Spring-wound strip-chart recorders and visual reading of dials on deck were the
usual means of recording (see Fig. .). For many purposes, these instruments had useful
accuracies and precisions.�e great di�culty was that, in contrast to temperature and salinity
measurements, the velocity �eld appeared to vary wildly from minute to minute to hours and
even days (if one could a�ord to keep a ship in one place that long), so the meaning of the
measurements was obscure. Velocity measurements in the ocean never became routine until
the invention of modern electronics. One remarkable exception was the work of Pillsbury
(), who, using an anchored ship, made a set of current meter observations over a period
of years in the Gulf Stream o� Florida (described by Stommel, , –).

SURFACE DRIFTERS

Surface-dri�ing objects have been used from antiquity to determine the circulation. Bottles
with messages requesting the �nder to notify the sender have been deployed for hundreds of
years. Bumpus () summarized the con�gurations used at that time. Several di�culties
arise in the interpretation of surface dri�ers, if located, including windage—the e�ects of
the wind on objects extending above the sea surface—and slippage of the water around the
dri�ing object. In addition, they were mostly picked up on beaches, and the time between
grounding and the �nding by some passerby was unknown. �us velocities could not be
computed, only nominal trajectories, given the start and end points.
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Observing the Ocean • 13

Figure 2.6: An older design of a

surface drifter (or drogue) tracked by a

ship using radar or optical means and

a parachute deployed in the water.

Such designs would have a high wind-

age, and opening of the parachute

requires slippage between it and the

surrounding water. (From Anonymous,

1968.)

10- to 20-ft aluminum mast with flag, light, and radar reflector

Styrofoam float

Chain ballast

Chain ballast

28-ft parachute

(condemned for air)

Manila line

Manila line

0.050 piano wire

10- to 20-ft iron pipe

Some extension above the sea surface is desirable—so that the instrument can be seen or
tracked and/or so that it can radio its position to direction �nders on ships or land. Many
existing designs attempt to minimize windage and slippage. A�er World War II, surplus
parachutes were available cheaply from the military, and a number of dri�ers employed them
in an e�ort to trap the moving water so that it would carry the attached instruments with
it (Fig. .). Later, it was recognized that without slippage, the parachute would not deploy,
and so there was an inevitable systematic error. More recent designs carry GPS receivers and
other tracking devices and do not use parachutes.

TIDE GAUGES

�e longest time series (serial in time measurements) of any oceanographic variable come
from tide gauges. �ese are water-level gauges, whose records are usually dominated by the
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14 • Chapter 2

Figure 2.7: A typical Kelvin tide gauge

showing the tide staff and float. (Adapted

from D. Pugh [2004]. Changing Sea Levels:

Effects of Tide, Weather and Climate. New

York: Cambridge University Press. Copyright

2004 David Pugh. Reprinted with the per-

mission of Cambridge University Press.)
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tides. In the earliest form, they were graduated rulers (called tide sta�s) strapped to the side
of a pier, and the values read one or more times per day by a human observer. �ey gradually
were replaced by oats in vertical pipes, known as stilling wells (see Fig. .), which were
open at the lower end or had holes in the side and which damped the high-frequency wave
noise that otherwise made reading a ruler di�cult. Eventually, spring-wound clocks were
developed to control strip-chart recorders, in what are known as Kelvin tide gauges. �is
system freed the observer from having to visit several times per day, although observers were
still required to clean the system and to calibrate it—generally by using a nearby tide sta�.
Records from such devices extend in a number of cases for more than  years, although the
vicissitudes of harbor construction, wars, storms, etc., led to data gaps and serious calibration
troubles. Note that the nilometer (see Fig. . and http://www.waterhistory.org), of ancient
origin, was essentially a tide sta�, although it did not provide an oceanographic record except
insofar that it represented an element in the freshwater input boundary condition.

COMPUTERS

�e reversing thermometer and Nansen bottle were the technological backbone of physi-
cal oceanography from its beginnings to about . In the following decades, it was the
transistor and its descendants as low-power integrated circuits that completely remade the
observational methods and greatly enhanced understanding. Digital computers, built with
integrated circuits, have become so pervasive both in permitting the handling of vast volumes
of data and in the production of numerical model representations of the ocean, that it is easy
to forget how much of recent progress is primarily due to the availability of the underlying,
out-of-sight technology. Before the era of the transistor, and well into the period of digital
computers based upon vacuum tubes, oceanographers had relied, along with the wider sci-
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Figure 2.8: Part of the nilometer record of low water each year in the Nile at Cairo. It is probably a unique

time series of such length and one derived from a staff. Years denote those of the common era (CE). The

apparent long-term fluctuations are typical of climate records generally. Construction of the Aswan Dam

in the twentieth century ended the utility of the nilometer—an example of the problems encountered in

obtaining long records and their intrinsic noisiness. (From http://www.waterhistory.org/histories/cairo.)

enti�c community, primarily on analog computing techniques. Ishiguro () provided a
summary, and F. Ursell (in Laughton et al., ) described the heroic e�orts then required to
obtain the Fourier transform of a record, which today can be done in a fraction of a second
with one line of computer code.

METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES

�e ocean is set moving and maintained in motion by astronomical bodies (the tides) and
the transfer of momentum, enthalpy (heat energy), and moisture between the ocean and the
atmosphere. Contributions exist (discussed inChap. ) from geothermal heating andmass ux
through the seaoor and from freshwater injection from the land and ice �elds.�e ocean and
its circulation cannot be understood without an adequate description of the meteorological
�elds above the sea. Apart from observations at a handful of islands, the only possibilities
for determining the open-ocean �elds were from ships. �ese measurements began in the
earliest seafaring days with purely visual, but highly expert, estimates of wind force and
direction and rainfall, as recorded in ships’ logs by watch o�cers. �e Beaufort scale of wind
speed comes from this era, and because sailing ship crews were seriously interested in the
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Figure 2.9: Shipping lanes of the world. These have changed considerably over the years with the

opening of the Panama and Suez Canals and the shift from wind power to steam. Colors rep-

resent a qualitative measure of density from blue (low) to red (high). Inhomogeneity of coverage

is a typical problem of ocean observations because of the very great spatial variations in ocean

physics and variability. (From Halpern et al., 2008, online material.)

wind, the standard of reporting was very high. Cardone et al. () discussed the changing
technologies. See the paper by Kent at al. () for a more general discussion of shipboard
observing system accuracies, with the important caveat that they relied heavily on models
to provide a standard. Conversion from wind velocity to the force acting on the ocean (the
stress) is an important problem that remains incompletely solved (Risien and Chelton, ).
A serious issue remains today: most ships stick to major shipping lanes (Fig. .), and

thus reports are con�ned to narrow strips and are not representative of the world ocean.
Rainfall is notoriously sporadic, and the representativeness of shipboard rain observations
is di�cult to evaluate. Other quantities, such as relative humidity (from wet- and dry-bulb
temperatures), were much less frequently reported, as were such quantities as cloud cover
(which untrained observers have di�culty estimating). Calculation from available shipboard
measurements of important quantities such as evaporation rates are, to this day, the subject of
research. More generally, ships sensibly avoid regions of bad weather, and thus, as expected,
high-latitude winter-time observations are scarce, as are reports from hurricanes, and the
data sets are biassed toward fair weather.

2.4 THE ELECTRONICS ERA

�e invention of the low-power integrated circuit revolutionized oceanography as it did
almost all of science. In addition to giving rise to the now-ubiquitous computer, about  it
became possible tomake sophisticated instruments that could run unattended formonths and

�e scale began as a description of wind force as it inuenced the sails of a frigate and was later converted to
anemometer equivalents.
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years and could reliably record the resulting time series for eventual recovery. Measurements
became ever cheaper. �e process has culminated thus far in satellite measurements from
space, free-dri�ing oats, self-propelled “gliders,” and remote acoustic technologies. Change
is ongoing.
Because so much of the history of modern physical oceanography is bound up with the

new technologies, the writers in the volume edited by Jochum andMurtugudde () devote
much space to it. Many interesting instruments exist, but only a fraction can be described
here, enough to give the avor of some of the more common technologies. �e early days of
the electronics era are described in more detail by Baker () and the essay by J. Crease in
Laughton et al.  is a good description of the transitional era.

MOORED CURRENT METERS AND PROFILERS

Current meters, as placed in mooring lines as in Fig. ., are widely regarded as a mature
technology—they have been in use for decades, and a great many oceanographic inferences
have been based upon these records. Nonetheless, despite the best e�orts of scientists and
engineers, problems remain. Figure . shows scatter diagrams of speed and direction from
three di�erent types of current meters as well as a comparison between two of the same type
placed close together. �e magnitudes of these di�erences are surprising, and subtle data
analysis must be done with an understanding of the conditions under which records might
be considered reliable. Certain issues appear repeatedly in the use of moored current meters:
. In low-current regimes, mechanical rotors can stall for extended periods. Acoustic

instruments may not encounter su�cient backscattering particulates in the water. �ese
problems appear as zero-velocity intervals and bias the results.
. Instruments are most commonly mounted on moorings that do not penetrate the

surface (subsurface moorings; see Fig. .). In high currents, such moorings can lean over
by hundreds of meters or more (depending upon how far from the seaoor the mooring
extends), meaning that the measurement is not being made at the nominal instrument depth,
a particular problem during the most energetic ows. More generally, unless extremely
expensive and uncommon rigid mounting structures are used, all instruments move to
a greater or lesser degree during the measurements, which cannot be regarded as strictly
obtained at a �xed position. Hogg () discussed approximate correction methods. �e
extent of this problem has to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.
. Years ago it was found that surface waves and other high-frequency movement of the

surface oats on surface-buoyed moorings tended to “pump” the speed-measuring device
on certain current meter designs even at great depth (Gould and Sambuco, ), leading
to spuriously high kinetic energies. �e problem has been generally dealt with by designing
new types of current meters less subject to the problem (the vector-measuring current meter,
VMCM), using subsurface moorings, and/or using mooring types capable of decoupling
the near-surface instruments from the rest of the mooring (slack elements near the surface).
Figures such as . show, however, that the consistency-calibration problem is not fully solved,
with disconcertingly large di�erences between speeds and directions determined by di�erent
current meter types even on the same subsurface mooring (see Hogg and Frye, ). Hendry
and Hartling () documented a quite unexpected measurement error. �ese records

A magnetostrictive pressure-induced e�ect biassing the compass directions.
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Figure 2.10: A typical surface mooring (left) and one with no surface expression (right). Subsur-

face moorings became much more common after it was realized that wave action on the surface

float of taut moorings coupled into the subsurface current meters giving spuriously high speeds

(Gould and Sambuco, 1975). Subsurface moorings became possible only with the invention of the

acoustic release—a device capable of releasing the anchor from the mooring cable, upon an acous-

tic command from a surface ship, when the upward tension on the instrument is typically very

strong (thousands of Newtons). Battery lifetime in releases is one of the limiting factors in

mooring duration. Special buoyancy elements capable of surviving at depths of thousands of

meters had also to be developed—typically heavy glass spheres. Instruments in the mooring line

include those for measuring the ocean (current meters, temperature sensors, and the like) and

those included for engineering purposes (tensiometers, accelerometers). (From Fofonoff and

Webster, 1971.)
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Figure 2.11: Scatter diagrams for speed difference (left) and direction difference (right) between

two vector-averaging current meters (VACMs; upper panels) on the same mooring, between one

of the VACMs and a rotor-and-vane instrument (RCM11; middle panels), and between a VACM

and an acoustic instrument (MAVS2; bottom panels). Instruments were separated by about 10 m

in the vertical. Darker points in the direction-difference plots indicate when the speed is greater

than 5 cm/s while the lighter ones are for speeds less than this value. Directions for speed dif-

ferences with magnitude greater than 4 cm/s are not displayed. (From Hogg and Frye, 2007,

which should be consulted for much more detail.)
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now reside in easily accessible databases but need to be used with an understanding of their
limitations.
Devices that can measure velocity, temperature, oxygen, and other properties while

moving vertically up and down a moored line have also been developed. Some of them (e.g.,
see Krish�eld et al., ) have been specially designed to operate under sea ice.

DRIFTERS

Apart from the time-of-arrival issue, the main concerns with surface-dri�ing objects were
the contributions from wind e�ects, the degree of slippage relative to the water, and the
actual trajectories and their timing. Even today, wind e�ects remain a concern, particularly
in high-wind regimes, but the timing issue has been largely resolved by tracking instruments
from satellites; all of the intermediate positions and times are available, in addition to those
at the beginning and end (see Niiler et al., ). Many of these surface dri�ers today carry
temperature, salinity, and atmospheric-pressure sensors.

FLOATS

By the early s, the technologies of batteries, clocks, transducers, and pressure cases had
advanced to the point that devices could be built that would oat at pre-determined pressure
depths and emit acoustic pulses at known times, ful�lling the vision of Swallow () and
Stommel (). Scientists on a ship at a known geographical position could lower a listening
device (a hydrophone) and by determining the delay between known time of emission and
time of arrival, �nd the distance to the oat. By then steaming to a new position, and assuming
that the oat moved little in the interim, they could determine a second or third distance and
then use simple circular navigation (Rossby and Webb, ) to produce a oat position.
�ese early Swallow oats have evolved greatly. Among other changes, escape from the

need to keep a ship at sea was engineered by the use of moored hydrophones to record
times of arrival, with the navigation being done back in the laboratory a�er the mooring
was recovered. Eventually, instead of sound sources being on the oats and the hydrophones
moored, their positions were interchanged, so that a comparatively small number of moored,
expensive acoustic sources could be heard by a large number of passively listening oats
(albeit the internally recording oats had to be recovered or had to eventually surface and
relay the data by satellite). At low enough frequencies (requiring comparatively large acoustic
sources), the presence of the acoustic waveguide could be exploited (see Fig. .), leading
to far greater acoustic ranges. Such instruments with sound sources are generally known as
SOFAR oats, and when the sound source is moored, are known as RAFOS oats (reversed
spelling of SOFAR; see Rossby et al., ). One further evolved version—one not employing
acoustics but with which only the time and position of launch and return to the surface are
obtained, and temperature and salinity pro�les are found as the oat sinks to depth and
returns to the surface—are called (Pro�ling) Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation Explorer,
or (P)ALACE oats, and are discussed further below with the Argo program.

By convention, a dri�er is a freely moving surface-con�ned instrument, and a oat is one that moves in the
ocean at depth. “Dri�ers oat, and oats sink” (Anonymous).

�e waveguide is known as the SOFAR channel (SOund Fixing And Ranging), as an analog of RADAR).
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Figure 2.12: The sound speed near 140XW, 34XN in

the eastern subtropical Pacific Ocean. The profile,

determined from temperature and salinity via an

empirical formula, is characteristic of much of the

global ocean with a distinct minimum in the vicinity

of 1000 m. The great importance of such profiles is

that the minimum gives rise to a waveguide, the

SOFAR channel, for very efficient long-range sound

propagation. This effect is exploited by SOFAR and

RAFOS floats, as well as in acoustic tomography.

(See Medwin and Blue, 2005 for general discussion

of ocean acoustics.)

Concerns about the degree to which oats at �xed pressures do follow water parcels—that
is, whether they provide Lagrangian measurements—have led to versions that dynamically
adjust to maintain, for example, �xed temperatures or densities (see Rossby et al., ).
Others (e.g., Voorhis, ) have been �tted with vanes so as to rotate as uid moves vertically
past the oat. Analysis of even truly Lagrangian measurements is inherently more di�cult
than for Eulerian ones at �xed points, as the former necessarily mix space and time variations,
whereas the latter (almost) cleanly separate them. �e papers by Davis (), D’Asaro (),
and Gould () are good starting points.

HYDROGRAPHIC AND VELOCITY PROFILING DEVICES

Hydrography in physical oceanography is the measurement and interpretation of temperature
and salinity measurements. Electronic instruments capable of continuous pro�ling of tem-
perature and salinity as functions ofmeasured pressure started to become available in the early
s (see Baker, ). �ese were �rst labelled STD (salinity-temperature-depth) devices,
and later, CTD (conductivity-temperature-depth) instruments. A salinity-measuring device
might be thought better and more sophisticated than one that only measures conductivity,
but the calculation of salinity from conductivity is su�ciently complicated that it quickly

In navies, “hydrography” historically has meant instead the determination and charting of coastlines and water
depths.
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Figure 2.13: The small-scale structure (now known as finestructure) that first became apparent

only when continuous profiling instruments were developed. Yet smaller scales, visible with later

instruments, are now known as microstructure. Numerals 21, 17, etc., indicate resetting of the

temperature scale to keep it on the strip-chart recorder. Temperature and salinity scales are in-

dicated at the top in this photograph of the original analog recording and are subject to a number

of later corrections. (Used with permission from H. Stommel and K.N. Federov [1967]. “Small

scale structure in temperature and salinity near Timor and Mindinao.” Tellus 19: 306–325. Tellus/

Co-Action Publishing.)

became clear that “o�ine” computer power could do a much better job than could be done
within the instrument itself. �e early data were widely regarded with skepticism, because
they showed a multiplicity of small scale structures (Fig. .) that were at odds with the
smooth pro�les that had always been drawn through the vertically sparse data obtained from
reversing thermometers. Doubts also arose because empirical estimates of turbulent mixing
(eddy) coe�cients were so large that the observed small-scale structures would not have been
able to survive very long a�er the unknown events generating them had occurred. Skepti-
cism gradually eroded as it was shown that the structures were reproducible from di�erent
instruments, persisted in many cases over large horizontal distances and times, and as the
theories of what came to be called �nestructure andmicrostructure emerged to rationalize
the observations. �e former are structures roughly between one and tens of meters, and the
latter anything below about m.
�is technology eventually gave rise to a whole family of pro�ling instruments, not just for

temperature and salinity, but also for quantities such as oxygen concentration, and ultimately
the velocity �eld (see Fig. .). Vertical resolution is now on the centimeter scale (Osborn
and Cox, ). Many free-falling pro�ling devices have been developed, including those
based upon electromagnetic �eld variations (Sanford et al., ). Dependence on ships or
moorings means that measurements remain comparatively rare.
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Figure 2.14: The velocity microstructure intensity, measured in terms of the oceanic dissipation, ε, overlain on a

series of simultaneous CTD temperature profiles. numbered 209, 210, etc. Largest values of ε > 109 W/kg. (ε is

defined in Eq. 3.33). Characteristic “bursts” are seen on scales down to the molecular. (From Oakey, 1988.)

PALACE/ARGO FLOATS

Beginning about , the technology of both oats and pro�ling instruments had improved
to the point that the worldwide oceanographic community began deploying instruments on
free-dri�ing oats. In a program now called Argo (Roemmich et al., ), approximately
 pro�ling (PALACE) oats are in the water at any one time. �ey are launched from a
ship and typically descend to  or m, where they dri� for, commonly,  d. A�er that
time, they ascend to the sea surface, measuring temperature and salinity as they go. At the
sea surface, they remain long enough to upload their measurements and a GPS-determined
position to a communication satellite. �ey then descend to their resident or parking depth
and begin another cycle. Figure . shows the positions of deployed oats that successfully
reported in March of .
Discussions are underway of extending the oat capability to the full water depth, and

its technical feasibility is not in doubt: cost is the major factor. A serious energy penalty
exists as well as a requirement for much stronger pressure housings and more demanding
calibration. �is program is an important step toward freeing oceanographers from the
straitjacket of having to use ships for in situ measurements. In many ways, the Argo oats are
a revolutionary equivalent of the weather-balloon capability long available to meteorologists.
Note, however, that oceanographic structures are laterally much smaller than atmospheric
weather systems, and the Argo network remains thin compared to much oceanic structure,
even if the existing population of about  can be maintained. As with radiosondes, reliable
worldwide calibration is an ongoing problem.
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Figure 2.15: The surface positions of the Argo floats reporting temperature and salinity profiles in

March 2011. The coverage is extraordinary compared to historical ship-based measurements. A

major concern remains with the absence of observations below 1000–2000 m and the tendency

of floats to cluster in certain regions and to avoid others. Care must be taken both with cali-

bration and the interpretation of the measurements in the presence of the strong eddy field.

(From the Argo project website.)

ACOUSTICS

Acoustic techniques are attractive because sound can travel long distances within the uid
ocean—in contrast to the behavior of electromagnetic signals. Generally speaking, the lower
the frequency, the greater the range. But in contrast to the electromagnetic situation, pene-
trating acoustic frequencies and wavelengths are useful in practice. Apart from the acoustic
depth sounder, which has a very long history, the most widespread use has been in navigation,
as in the oat methods already described.
A general methodology used over distances ranging from centimeters to hundreds of

meters is based upon acoustic Doppler (AD) techniques. �e fundamental measurement
is the frequency shi� observed from a transmitted sound pulse that is back-reected from
particulate matter in the water column. �e time delay of the back-scattered signal gives
the range to the point of measurement, and the velocity of the particulate matter is inferred
from the degree of Doppler shi�ing. Acoustic Doppler techniques have been implemented on
current meters (see Hogg and Frye, , for references), in pro�ling instruments mounted
on moorings (e.g., Doherty et al., ), in devices mounted on underway ships and capable
of providing measurements to a few hundred meters, and on lowered instruments (LADCP).
Underway measurements need to be carefully corrected for ship motion (see Joyce, ;
Flagg et al., ) and all applications require an adequate supply of suspended particulates.
Acoustic tomographic methods are an analog of medical tomography and involve the

inference of temperature and velocity structures from the behavior of the travel times of
acoustic rays or normal modes through volumes of ocean. As such, they represent a form
of remote sensing in the same way that a radiologist makes inferences about the interior
of a patient from the behavior of X-rays or ultrasound. Munk et al. () described these
methods in detail. �eir more widespread use awaits the engineering development of cheaper
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acoustic sources having adequate bandwidth and power and of better exploitation of the
natural background sources of earthquakes, animals, ice breakup, and ships.
Another similarly under exploited and promising acoustic method is that based upon tech-

niques arising from seismic surveying of the seaoor. High-frequency acoustic signals emitted
by a transiting ship that also tows arrays of hydrophones are used for oil exploration andmore
basic science. Traditionally, marine seismologists suppressed measurements of reection
returns from within the water column arising from density contrasts, but it is known that the
entire water column can be imaged that way (Holbrook, ). Now needed is the design of
acoustic sources and towed-array con�gurations best suited to the water-column problem—
and those would not necessarily coincide with the ones used for subseaoor oil exploration.

THE EXPENDABLE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH

Beginning in the s the very much depth-limited and cumbersome BT was replaced by
an expendable version (XBT). Because of the instrument’s use in antisubmarine warfare,
methods were developed for wrapping extremely thin, fragile, coated, conducting wire that
would unspool as the device dropped, essentially in free fall, from a moving ship. A measured
temperature signal was sent up the wire to an on-deck recorder—initially analog, today digital.
By calibrating the fall rate, the elapsed time could be converted into a measurement depth.
�ese devices could operate as deep as m, and soon many thousands of pro�les were
being obtained every year. No special onboard-winches are required, untrained observers can
use them, even automatic launchers and recorders have been employed, and the measuring
ships can travel at full speed through the water.
XBT measurements came to dominate measurements of upper-ocean temperatures

(salinity-measuring versions were also developed but were never much used). With the
end of the Cold War, the number of such measurements began to decline rapidly, and the
upper ocean is, in some regions, less well sampled today than it was decades ago (see, e.g.,
Fig.  of Abraham et al., ). Furthermore, antisubmarine warfare primarily involves very
large upper-ocean thermal anomalies (via the speed of sound). High-accuracy calibration
was thus never required nor done. As interest in climate change has arisen, the data have been
used for determining oceanic changes at precisions and accuracies far beyond the calibration
standards. �e result has been a seriously confused science, and careful examination has
shown large, systematic, and space- and time-varying bias errors in the data (e.g., Gouretski
and Koltermann, ; Reverdin et al., , DiNezio and Goni, , Abraham et al., ).
�is story is not untypical of the history of oceanography, with events such as the Cold War
having a major inuence on what was measured and where, then followed by the application
of the data to problems outside of their original intended or calibrated use.

BOTTOM PRESSURE GAUGES

Surface barometers provide great insight into the behavior of the atmosphere, even in the
absence of any measurements at height. �e equivalent measurement at the bottom of the
ocean might have been thought to be equally illuminating. But the oceanic measurement is
far more di�cult: Two of the major problems are that instead of dealing with one atmosphere
of pressure, values can exceed  atmospheres, and that the instrumental altitude (the
water depth) is not known even close to the required accuracies ( cm vertical uncertainty
corresponds to an important oceanic signal). Nonetheless, e�orts were devoted to deploying
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instruments that could measure bottom-pressure uctuations at the centimeter or smaller
level, even though the absolute pressure was of no use. Vibrating string instruments were
�rst used and later replaced by more stable vibrating crystals (e.g., Irish and Snodgrass, ;
Wearn and Larson, ). Both of these sensors were very sensitive to temperature as well as
to pressure, and so an accurate thermometer was also required. �ese instruments are still in
use and have proven valuable for the study of tides and other high-frequency phenomena, but
their creep under the high pressures and subsidence into the seaoor have generally precluded
the study of low-frequency signals (see Filloux, ). �e rise of satellite altimetry (taken
up below) has made the sea-surface height measurement a better analog of meteorological
barometric data. Very recently, satellites that can measure time-dependent gravity have begun
to permit the inference from space measurements of changing ocean-bottom pressures.

ELECTROMAGNETIC METHODS

As already noted, the idea of using voltages induced in electrical cables by the moving
overlying conducting uid dates back to Faraday. Luther et al. () described a successful,
regional example using purpose-laid instruments. �e most important application of this
method thus far has been the measurements of the transport of the Gulf Stream in the region
where it is called the Florida Current, which lies between Florida and the o�shore Bahama
Islands (discussed below). Some e�orts have been made to use abandoned telephone cables
on ocean-basin-wide scales, but the data have proven almost uninterpretable.

METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

Sophisticated meteorological observing systems are today carried by some ships and report
vector wind, relative humidity, barometric pressure, etc., automatically (see Kent et al., ).
More common, however, have been devices read on the bridge by the o�cer on watch and
hand recorded in the deck log. Many issues arise: improperly mounted anemometers can
be shielded behind ship structures from some wind directions; busy mates can mistakenly
add, rather than subtract, the ship’s motion to the apparent vector wind; east longitudes
can be entered into logbooks as west, etc. All lead to problematic reports. As was true in
the preelectronics era, determining the physics of the relationship between the wind�eld
measured at some distance above the sea surface, conventionally m, and the actual stress
experienced by the underlying ocean remains a di�cult and very active area of research.
In modern weather forecasting, global data sets of all types (from weather balloons,

surface observers, satellites, moorings) are combined with global atmospheric models to
form an estimate of the three-dimensional atmospheric state, nominally every  h. �ese
estimates are then used to make forecasts out to several days. At the intervals when the data
are introduced into the model, the result is known as an analysis, in which observational data
is combined in an approximate least-squares �t to the model.
�e long time series available from the atmospheric analyses are commonly used to seek

uctuations and trends. But atmospheric model computer codes changed greatly over the
decades, and concern arose that false trends might appear both because of the constantly
shi�ingmodel and themethods used to combinemodels with the data sets.�is consideration
led to the construction of what meteorologists call reanalyses in which for intervals typically of
 to  years, a model and the methodology are held �xed (see Kalnay, ), although the
observing system changes radically. �e accuracy and physical consistency of these estimates
is a major concern and is discussed in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.16: The variations

among different analysis

products of SST near the South

Carolina coast on 1 January 2007.

See the reference for the meaning

of the acronyms. (From Reynolds

and Chelton, 2010.)

2.5 THE RISE OF SATELLITES

Earth-orbiting satellites opened the possibility to obtain truly global measurements of the
ocean for the �rst time. Satellites do not, however, evade the problem that radio and light
waves at useful frequencies cannot penetrate the interior beyond a few meters. Consequently,
with the exception of the gravity missions, the only satellite data of use are those from oceanic
surface �elds. In the years following the launch of Sputnik in , satellite measurements of
passive infrared andmicrowave emissions from the sea surface were used to determine surface
temperatures and, secondarily, ocean color (of central importance in biological processes).
Because sea-surface temperatures (SST) are so indirectly connected to the water column
below, they have tended to remain primarily of interest to meteorologists, who employ them
as lower boundary conditions on the overlying atmosphere. �ey have, however, had great
qualitative importance in convincing oceanographers of the complexity of surface ow and
thermal patterns. Reynolds and Chelton () discuss the ambiguities that underlie SST
(see Fig. .). In the summertime, particularly, it may be a “skin-temperature,” changing
substantially within millimeters of the sea surface. (See �g.  of Donlon et al., .)
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Several books exist summarizing methods of satellite observations of the ocean (e.g.,
Stewart, , Baker, , Robinson, , Martin, ) and thus spaceborne data are given
short shri� here, with only a brief summary of altimetric, wind, and gravity measurements.

ALTIMETRY

Satellite measurements had only a peripheral inuence on oceanography until the rise of
accurate altimetry at the end of . �e principle of this measurement is simple. First,
de�ne the shape of the sea surface if the ocean were brought to rest with a constant density:
this surface coincides with a gravitational equipotential called the geoid, whose height is
Ng (λ,ϕ), where ϕ is latitude, and λ, longitude, ignoring slow time-dependent terms and
tidal disturbances to it. Flying a radar on a spacecra� over the ocean determines the distance,
rs (λ,ϕ, t), of the spacecra� from the sea surface via the round-trip travel time from the
spacecra� to the surface. From knowledge of the distance, R, from the center of the earth to
the spacecra�, the height of the sea surface relative to the center is, Sa (λ,ϕ, t) = R (λ,ϕ, t)−
rs (λ,ϕ, t) .�en

η(λ,ϕ, t) = Sa (λ,ϕ, t) − Ng (λ,ϕ) (.)

would be the height of the sea surface relative to the geoid—the dynamical variable of interest
in determining the uid motion. Making the generally excellent assumption of hydrostatic
balance, ρgη would be the pressure �eld at the sea surface—evaluated at the geoid. While
η is a sea-surface property, the pressure �eld determined from it is dynamically coupled to
the entire water column—unlike other surface �elds. �is relationship is discussed in more
detail later in the context of the oceanic circulation.
Without here going into the details of altimetry (see Stewart, ; Fu and Cazenave, ;

Robinson, ; Martin, ), su�ce it to say that its use becomes a major challenge when
it is recognized that for measurements on the basin and larger scales, Sa or ηmust be known
with an accuracy approaching  cm from a spacecra� orbiting at over  km above the
surface of the Earth—an accuracy of one part in . Several major corrections must be made
to the observations before they are quantitatively useful for describing oceanic variability
(see Fig. .). To a good �rst approximation, the ground track under the satellite (Fig. .)
is governed by the Earth spinning underneath the orbital plane, which slowly precesses. �e
consequence is a complicated space-time sampling of the sea surface, whose properties di�er
with the particular spacecra� inclination and repeat period. (See Fig. . for the result a�er
 d for one type of mission.) To obtain the accuracies required to produce a scienti�cally
useful measurement, a considerable list of primary corrections must be made. An incomplete
list includes

. Orbiting spacecra� see a space-time structure dominated by the deviation of the Earth
from a sphere. As listed in Appendix D, the polar radius di�ers from the mean equatorial
one by about  km and, as measured along the orbit, is by far the dominant component; it is
subtracted. Variations in Ng exceed m overall (see Fig. .), and errors in its estimates
translate into errors in η, and vice versa.
. Open-ocean tides have amplitudes exceeding m. �e altimeter itself was the �rst true,

nearly global tide gauge, and subject to understanding of the “alias” periods discussed in

Wunsch and Stammer, .
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Figure 2.17: A definition sketch of altimetric measurement geometry. Height, r, above the surface

is about 1300 km. The dynamically important variable is the lateral slope of η, the difference

between the sea-surface height Sa and the the geoid height Ng + E. Sometimes the presence of

the reference ellipsoid, E, is suppressed in writing; see also Chelton et al. (2001). (From Stammer

and Wunsch, 1998.)

Appendix A, open-ocean tides are now known to an accuracy of about  cm. Shallow water
tides can be far larger than in the open ocean and remain less well-determined, and altimetric
data must be used cautiously in regions shallower than –m (see Vignudelli et al.,
).
. Atmospheric water vapor content varies and changes the speed of light through the

atmosphere. Water vapor content must be measured and can introduce further errors.
. �e height and orientation of the spacecra� are determined by a combination of

measurement (GPS navigation devices on the spacecra�, laser tracking from the ground, and
special systems such as DORIS) and the relativistic equations of orbital motion. Residual
orbital errors map into a complicated space-time varying error in the calculated height of the
sea surface.
. Ionospheric variations change the speed of light. �is problem is dealt with in some

altimetric systems by direct measurement—employing two distinct radar frequencies in the
altimeter.
. A strong, but not universal, tendency exists for the sea surface to respond nearly

statically to atmospheric pressure changes, with an approximately  cm/millibar ( hPa) change
in the atmospheric load, and this response is usually called the inverted barometer e�ect. �e
correction is imperfect because the ocean can respond dynamically at periods longer than a

Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning Integrated by Satellite.
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Figure 2.18: The ground track built up over 10 d by the TOPEX-POSEIDON and Jason altimetric

spacecraft. On any given day, measurements are widely separated spatially as the Earth rotates

under the slowly precessing plane of the satellite’s orbit. Note that no coverage from these mis-

sion types exists at the highest latitudes. (From the website of the European Space Agency, ESA.)

few days, will not respond at all at periods shorter than a few hours, and does not respond to
atmospheric pressure changes that are uniform over the ocean. “Uniform over the ocean” may,
in practice, refer to large basins rather than to the truly global, as basins cannot instantaneously
exchangemass. Fig. . shows the estimated -year time-mean atmospheric pressure over the
oceans with values of tens of millibars or tens of centimeters of sea-surface height equivalent.
Shorter-period temporal variations are much larger.
. Sea-surface scattering phenomena a�ect the radar pulse in several ways, leading to the

electromagnetic bias correction. One e�ect is the tendency for large waves to have steeper
crests than troughs, and the latter return a stronger reected radar signal. �e raw pulse thus
sees “too deep” relative to the local mean sea surface. Complicated electromagnetic e�ects
also occur upon reection from a moving conducting uid. �ese e�ects are generally dealt
with by analyzing the detailed radar pulse return, using aircra�-based calibration tests, and
developing algorithms for de�ning the mean surface.
. General aliasing of high-frequency motions. Undersampled signals have an apparent

frequency content sometimes radically di�erent from the correct one. �e central TOPEX/
POSEIDON and follow-on Jason mission measurements have had a repeat period of  d,

TOPEX is an acronym of Ocean TOPography EXperiment. POSEIDON is a dual acronym created by Michel
Lefebvre: Premier Observatoire Spatial Étude Intensive Dynamique Ocean et Nivosphere (sic), or Positioning Ocean
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thus producing a Nyquist frequency (the highest visible frequency; see Appendix A) of 
cycle/ d. Motions with time scales shorter than  d necessarily appear at longer periods,
and the conspicuous semidiurnal and diurnal tide signals in the altimeters at periods from
about  d to  months and longer are the clearest evidence of this e�ect (see Tab. .). Space-
time aliasing, in which both incorrect spatial and temporal structures appear, has been
considered, mainly in the abstract.�e e�ect has not been adequately quanti�ed because
the spatial aliases are a direct function both of the poorly known space-time structure at high
frequencies and of the details of how the motions are spatially �ltered in the data reduction
systems.
. At accuracy levels approaching  cm, a host of smaller contributions can be important

for some problems.�ese range from the e�ects of the Chandler wobble of the Earth’s rotation
axis (Ch. ) to residual uncorrected tides, seasonal biases caused by the changing incidence of
sea ice at high latitudes, the assumption that the center of mass of the Earth remains �xed, and
concerns that the GPS system has internal dri�s. Some of these are particularly signi�cant in
attempts to determine global mean sea level change.

SCATTEROMETRY

�e second kind of satellite data with a major impact on the determination of the ocean
circulation have been from scatterometers (see Stewart, ; Risien and Chelton, ),
which provide a nearly direct measurement of the major atmospheric forcing of the ocean—
the wind stress acting at the sea surface—freeing oceanographers for the �rst time from the
sporadically distributed and o�en poorly calibrated shipboard anemometer records (see Fig.
.). �e basis of the measurement is a determination by radar backscatter of the amplitude
and orientation of the small-scale ripples—which theory and observation show are the scale
at which momentum is transferred from the atmosphere to the ocean. �ese measurements,
like altimetry, are neither simple nor perfect. Spatial sampling follows the complex surface
pattern implied by any orbiting spacecra�, so that several days are required to build up a
global picture. Meteorological analyses and reanalyses now employ these data in concert with
other atmospheric data.
Conversion of the radar backscatter signal into the force acting on the sea surface is a

complex, and not wholly solved, problem because it involves the physics of the ocean surface
boundary layer, the most complicated part of the entire system, as well as the scattering
behavior of an electromagnetic wave from a moving, conducting surface. Measurement
nominallly detects the stress exerted on the sea surface; but for practical reasons, calibration
is in terms of a conversion into wind velocity, with a subsequent (usually) conversion back
into stress. Risien and Chelton () described some of the methods used.

GRAVITY-MEASURING SATELLITES

�e direct inference of changes in ocean bottom pressure from satellite data became a reality
with the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission, which began in 
(usable data came later). Two heavy masses are orbited, one chasing the other around the
Earth, at as low an altitude as is practical (Tapley et al., ). With lasers or radars, precise

Solid Earth Ice Dynamics Orbiting Navigator.
Wunsch, ; Greenslade et al., ; Tai, .
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Figure 2.19: In the top panel, values are the average number of measurements from the satellite

QuikSCAT in each ~X � ~X grid cell/month over the 8 years 1999–2007. In contrast, the middle

panel shows the number of ship observations per X � X cell in December, January, February (DJF)

in the 46-year period 1960–2005. The bottom panel is the same available ship observations

except during the months of June, July, August (JJA). The near absence of southern hemisphere

data is striking as is the bias toward ship tracks in the northern hemisphere. No data exist from

ice-covered regions. (After Risien and Chelton, 2008.)

measurements can be made of the relative velocity of the two masses—which will uctuate as
they encounter disturbances in the gravity �eld at the orbital altitude.

Another gravity-measuring satellite with a di�erent design and directed primarily toward the time-mean geoid
rather than the time dependence is called GOCE (Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer); see
Knudsen et al., .
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�e gravitational �eld at any satellite position r = (r, λ,ϕ), where r is the radius, ϕ the
latitude, and λ the longitude, is calculated from gradients of the Newtonian potential,

φG (r, λ,ϕ, t) = GW
ρ (r′,ϕ′, λ′, t)

r − r′
dV , (.)

where r′ is the position vector of any mass contributing to the �eld at r. �e integrals are
taken over the entire Earth volume, V, including the solid, uid, and gaseous parts. G is the
gravitational constant. Time changes in the gradients of φG are ascribed to time changes in
ρ. Because the ocean bottom pressure, pb (λ,ϕ, t), is the integral (through the hydrostatic
relation) of all the mass above any point λ,ϕ, changes in bottom pressure will inuence φG,
and hence the relative velocities of the two spacecra�, and one can “invert” the resulting
estimates of the gradient φG for the density changes, ∆ρ. In conventional undergraduate
physics problems, φG is computed from a known ρ—a “forward” problem. Determining
ρ is thus an inverse problem, because the properties of φG are measured and the goal is to
determine the ρ that produced the measurements (see Appendix B). Because the gravity
�eld at any given location is an integral over all of the disturbing masses, globally, the result
will not be a unique solution. In the process of solving the problem, strong assumptions are
sometimes made about the local versus global character of ∆ρ.
If the ocean responds only as an inverted barometer, compensating any increase of de-

crease in atmospheric pressure by moving the sea surface downward or upward, no net mass
disturbing signal exists, because the ocean and atmosphere contributions cancel. But to the
degree that the ocean fails to respond, atmospheric loads will produce measurable bottom-
load (pressure) signals. Local heating and cooling do not change the bottom pressure, but
wind-induced movements in the water-column height, as well as the addition and removal of
freshwater, will produce seaoor signals. �e largest nontidal signals seen in GRACE data are
the annual changes in ground water stored on land, and these uctuations must be corrected
to extract the comparatively small oceanographic ones.

ELEPHANT SEALS AND OTHER ANIMALS

One of the more interesting developments of the past few years has been the ability to put
sensors and navigation equipment (GPS) on diving animals, as in the elephant seals of
Figures . and . (see Charrassin et al., ; Roquet et al., ). Over , pro�les
from these animals already () exist, including numerous ones from under Antarctic sea
ice where previously little information has been obtainable. Where this kind of intriguing
capability of ocean observations will ultimately lead is obscure at the present time. Animals
are naturally sensitive to water temperatures, salinities, oxygen content, and pressures, and
some have highly sophisticated navigation and information-transmission capabilities. Perhaps
advances in biological engineering will produce animals bred with purely biological sensors
and navigation and communication devices to produce data accessible to scientists. At the
moment that hope is science �ction.

Colatitude is measured from the north pole and is X minus the latitude.
�edevelopments occurred because of concerns that acoustic tomographymeasurements might unduly disturb

marine mammals. While those signal strengths showed no measurable biological e�ects, the instrumented-animal
data proved useful both for understanding mammal behavior and for providing environmental information.
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Figure 2.20: A southern elephant seal on the

beach at South Georgia with head-mounted

instruments including temperature, salinity,

position, and depth devices, plus a transmitter

for relaying profile information to a satellite

communication system. (Credit: Michael

Fedak/SEaOS.)
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Figure 2.21: As of 2010, the paths taken by

diving elephant seals, along which vertical

profiles have been obtained. Nesting islands

are color coded. Many more data have been

obtained in the intervening time. (From F.

Roquet, pers. comm., 2010.)

2.6 INTERMEDIATE- AND LONG-DURATION
MEASUREMENTS

Achieving long-duration measurements remains a central, very important goal for oceanog-
raphers, particularly when it comes to understanding climate change. It is thus useful to
examine the few existing extended records to understand some of the problems of their
use. Because the near-global coverage by high-accuracy altimetric satellites began in 
and from pro�ling oats about , the records of most interest are, at the time of writing
(circa ) anything longer than about two decades. A few problems are generic to all such
measurements and two warrant special mention: () calibration and () space-time sampling.
Many measurements begin as casual ones for purely local practical reasons, and only if

sustained for some time do they excite interest as perhaps showing long-term (climate or
otherwise) shi�s. But many aspects change, including the technology, locations, the measure-
ment time of day, and harbor construction, which can take place nearby. O�en these changes
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are unrecorded, and calibration is thought to be unimportant, because the desired signals
are so strong. Years later, scientists looking for slow uctuations and weak trends may be
frustrated by these problems.
Space-time sampling is a major concern both in trend determination and when data

are used to form large-scale averages, perhaps even global ones. Data con�ned to shipping
lanes or to the northern hemisphere or to summer seasons alone will likely, if averaged, be
unrepresentative of the correct large-scale space-time mean. Aliasing errors, where space and
time sampling is too infrequent to properly render frequency and wavenumber structures,
are ubiquitous and rarely negligible.

TIDE GAUGES

Although tide gauges have undergone major changes in technology along with everything
else, the advent of electronics had a less dramatic impact on them than it did on most other
measurement methods. Data are still commonly acquired by installations attached to piers
and other structures, and so the instruments can be tended nearly continuously by observers,
who can also calibrate the observations several times per day. Older measurements, obtained
by reading tide-sta� levels, were generally carefully made and calibrated relative to landmarks,
but major issues of temporal aliasing exist in the preinstrumental records. Sea level records
extend back to the seventeenth century (in the Netherlands), and many records from the
nineteenth century based upon variants of the Kelvin tide gauge were obtained and provided
time-continuous data. Because global absolute levels were impossible to determine, local
absolute gauge heights were rarely known before the GPS system became available.
�e very oldest Dutch records are not useful for scienti�c purposes because they were

made for practical purposes in regions of intense human modi�cation of the shoreline. �e
record from Brest, France, dates from the early eighteenth century (Wöppelmann et al., ;
see Fig. .). Calibration hundreds of years later of such records is di�cult. Beginning about
, the number of long records becomes, relatively speaking, numerous, although most of
them were obtained in major northern hemisphere ports lying on the continental margins
(Douglas et al., ; Church et al., ; see Fig. .).

CABLED OBSERVATORIES

Prior to the invention of low-power recording devices and developments in high-energy
density batteries, the idea of running cables into the deep sea was very attractive. Cable-laying
ships were in wide use by telegraph and telephone companies, and instruments mounted
in the deep ocean on cables connected to land would simultaneously avoid several serious
problems: adequate power and data storage were available, as was very accurate time-keeping,
and observers could see the data without any delay.
�e most determined e�ort to construct an oceanic “observatory” was probably that of

Stommel (), who concluded that Bermuda would be an ideal site: it was within easy
ying or voyaging time from US East Coast ports; it appeared to be in a representative part
of the subtropical oceans; the island slopes are steep, so that very long cable runs to reach
deep water would not be necessary; and the local Bermuda Biological Station could provide
logistical support.
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Figure 2.22: The changing datum (reference zero) at Brest, France, which has to be reconstructed,

imperfectly, through time. The change in positions and in measurement units from prerevolu-

tionary feet (pieds) and inches is also indicated. (From Wöppelmann et al., 2006.)

Stommel’s observatory was abandoned a�er about two years and although another short-
lived cable was installed later, no extended record exists, except for an o�shore hydrographic
station time series that is ongoing. Because the United States and Canada have recently set
out to establish an expensive global infrastructure of cabled observatories, it is worth briey
reviewing the reasons why Stommel and his successors did not pursue the idea.
�e Stommel observatory consisted of a temperature-measuring cable (Fig. .), plus a

Nansen-bottle reversing-thermometer hydrographic station further o�shore to be measured
at monthly intervals, a series of surface dri�ers tracked by radar from the island, and the tide
gauge at the Bermuda Biological Station, which had an independent existence.
Aside from a great number of practical di�culties (e.g., leaky cables and bad weather

precluding measurement at the hydrographic station), much of the data proved uninter-
pretable. With the bene�t of sixty years of hindsight, it is evident that apart from some
utility in observing internal waves, the low frequencies were dominated by the eddy �eld,
which was then unrecognized. Data obtained at Bermuda are typical only of Bermuda and
cannot be readily extrapolated to anywhere else, even in the North Atlantic.�e hydrographic
station sampling was later increased to (nominally) every two weeks to reduce what was an
obvious aliasing of high frequencies. Ship-based hydrographic casts, subject as they are to
various funding and logistic vicissitudes over the years, are the one element of Stommel’s
vision that survives. Ultimately it must be replaced by automatic methods not dependent
upon having human observers physically present.

Wunsch and Dahlen, .
Stommel’s comment about the dri�ers was “false mean ows from . . . recti�cation. �ey repose in published

obscurity” (H. Stommel, in Hogg and Huang, , vol. ).
Haurwitz et al., , reinterpreted by Wunsch, .
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Figure 2.23: The position of the

bottom-laid cable deployed by

H. Stommel in the early 1950s on

the southeast Bermuda slope.

Positions of the two thermistors

are indicated. (From Haurwitz

et al., 1959.)

�e great expense of cables and their maintenance and the limited number of locations
where the length of the required cable is manageable means that such measurements are
unlikely ever to be common. Restricted numbers of locations present a serious obstacle today
for scientists attempting to describe a global uid, which as will be seen, contains many
distinct geographical regimes.

TELEGRAPH- AND TELEPHONE-CABLE DATA

A number of attempts were made to use abandoned telegraph and telephone cables for ocean
transport uctuations, but observations were rarely interpretable or sustainable. A uniquely
fruitful application of this technology comes from the Florida Straits, where the Gulf Stream
nearMiami is trapped between the coast of Florida and the o�shore Bahama Bank. Although it
had been found that current meanders were generating misinterpreted low-frequency signals,
a major calibration campaign (Baringer and Larsen, ; Meinen et al., ), intermittently
repeated, has permitted inference of the volume transport of the Gulf Stream in this area. In
Figure . note the gaps and the large, and probably random, variations. Apart from a small
annual cycle, the record appears dominated by stochastic noise and with no apparent trend.

OCEAN WEATHER SHIPS

During and a�er World War II, ships were placed on aviation routes both to assist downed
aviators and to provide weather information along the route. A�er some time, oceanographic
measurements were begun onmany of them, and sometimes they made observations en route
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Close-up of data from the year 2007

Complete record of available Florida Current transport estimates
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Figure 2.24: (Upper panel) An estimate of the Florida Current (Gulf Stream) transport, extending

the record back into the 1970s. No qualitative change is apparent. (Lower panel) One year of

transport values depicted on an expanded scale. Note the considerable range and the probability

of strong aliasing if appropriate averages are not obtained. Diamonds indicate direct measure-

ments for calibration. See the reference for an explanation of the symbols denoting calibration

measurements. NOAA is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. A dropsonde is

a transport measuring device. (From Meinen et al., 2010.)

to and from their station. With the advent of jet aircra� and satellite weather observations,
the rationale for maintaining expensive ships in place was no longer compelling, and so these
observations, despite their demonstrated utility, were terminated. Freeland () discussed
Station P (Papa; Fig. .a).�e longitude-time sampling (of the upper ocean) along its transit
line is shown in Figure .b, demonstrating the increased sampling frequency with time that
was imposed as the temporal variability came to be appreciated. �e last weather ship, Station
M (Mike), was removed in  and their data are now of signi�cance only for the past.

OTHER LONG-DURATION RECORDS

Few other extended oceanographic records exist. Great e�orts have gone into compiling ship
reports of sea-surface temperatures, some of which originate in the seventeenth century.�ese

Schiermeier, .
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Figure 2.25: (a) The line covered by weather-ship Station P on the way to and from its nominal position. Black lines

are a schematic of the surface flow. (From Freeland, 2006.) (b) Longitude-time coverage from Ocean Station P.

Notice how the density of measurement increased with time as the true variability came to be recognized. (After

Freeland, 2006.)

data have led to lengthy discussions of how to correct for changing technologies and, to the
extent they are successfully applied, to atlases of ocean sea-surface temperature (see Folland
and Parker, ; Kennedy et al., ). Some of the corrections are not very convincing, and
acceptance of the results sometimes seems naive, or the “triumph of hope over experience.”

PANULIRUS STATION—BERMUDA

�emonthly hydrographic station o� the south shore of the island was included in Stommel’s
Bermuda Observatory, and was named the “Panulirus Station” a�er the original Bermuda
Biological Station vessel. A�er monthly sampling was understood to be inadequate, the rate
was nominally increased to semimonthly, albeit the series was broken by bad weather and,
for much longer periods, by lost equipment and funding. �e record continues today (e.g.,
Joyce and Robbins, ; Phillips and Joyce, ). Some aliasing must still exist even at the
higher rate, although it does not appear to have been quanti�ed.

THE CLIMATOLOGICAL ATLASES

Systematic hydrographic measurements (temperature, salinity, depth) have been made since
the middle s. Data, particularly from the last ��y plus years, have been combined several
times into global climatological atlases of temperature and salinity, the best known of which
have been that of Levitus et al. () and its evolved successors, the World Ocean Atlas
(Locarnini et al., ), that of Gouretski and Koltermann (), and R. Curry’s Hydrobase
(available via the Woods Hole Oceanographic website). Some others are con�ned to speci�c
regions (Arctic Seas, Southern Ocean, North Atlantic Ocean).
�e most important issue with these atlases concerns the data distribution through

time (see Fig. .). Hydrographic observations are extremely nonuniformly distributed
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Recent data, for T at 300 m
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Figure 2.26: The historical data distribution (prior to 2001, left column) of temperatures and salinities above 300 m

as available in the early 2000s where more than three observations exist in a X � X box. The log10 of the number in

the archives is shown. The right column shows the equivalent coverage in the interval since about 1990. The mean

ocean depth is about 3800 m, and the data density falls off sharply with depth. (From Forget and Wunsch, 2007.)

throughout the ocean both spatially and temporally over the decades, and a clear bias is
present, particularly at high latitudes, toward measurements obtained primarily in local
summertime. (High-latitude winter observations from ships are understandably very scarce.)
�e southern hemisphere is grossly undersampled. Almost as important and troubling are
the issues of calibration, as technologies and the care with which scientists and technicians
made the measurements changed.
Figure . shows the parts of the world ocean in X squares where (white regions)

Worthington () concluded that as of , at least one(!) useful hydrographicmeasurement
extended to the abyss. Black areas had no useful measurement, even to mid-water depths. In
the plot, the Southern Ocean seems to have remarkably good coverage, but much of the data
comes from a single ship, the R/V Eltanin surveys, over a very limited span of years (Gordon
and Molinelli, ). Interpreting such sampling as producing accurate time averages is a
major leap of faith.
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Figure 2.27: Historical temperatures and salinity measurement distribution to 1978. White blocks

are 5X squares with at least one top-to-bottom hydrographic station regarded by Worthington

(1981) as of high enough quality to be useful. Cross-hatched areas had at least one station to an

intermediate depth. Black areas had no station regarded by him as adequate. That a single sta-

tion could be regarded as conceivably adequate sampling reflects the era in which the ocean was

widely regarded as essentially static and unchanging. A different rendering of the sampling issue

can be seen in Figure 2.26.

Worthington () had stringent rules for quality control of the data; in particular, he
rejected most salinity measurements not made by a small club of institutions and individuals
whom he regarded as quali�ed to make the observations. (See the discussion by Warren,
.) Later authors relaxed, sometimes greatly, the criteria for acceptance of data, introducing
the possibility of major systematic errors. In the more than three decades since Worthington’s
compilation, many more high-quality measurements have been obtained, and a similar
map constructed today would be much more nearly uniformly “white.” But in determining
low-frequency ocean variability, such as ocean heat-content changes, the paucity of older
high-quality global coverage is the major limitation.
�e climatological estimates and atlases raise a number of speci�c concerns. Typically,

they provide a gridded value at every one of the three-dimensional grid points in their domain,
whether or not the data distribution is adequate to form a useful average. Although o�en
some form of reliability value is provided, those are o�en incomplete reections of the data.
For example, small sample numbers may well produce a small variance; if that variance is
used as a measure of uncertainty, it is a misleading indicator.
A very demanding use to which the atlases have been put has been trend determination in

quantities such as oceanic heat or freshwater content. Data sets are divided into time intervals
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( years,  years, etc.), and averages are calculated over those intervals and then examined
for changes, or a straight-line or higher-order polynomial �t continuously. Here all of the
issues of data distribution and technology change come to the fore: () Some decades have
many fewer data than others, and averages taken over intervals having very di�erent sample
numbers will necessarily produce apparent time di�erences. () Technology changes can
readily introduce apparent trends from subtle or unexpected causes. Abraham et al. ()
discussed the general problem of systematic errors in XBT data. Gouretski and Jancke ()
noted a large number of Nansen casts where the recorded bottle depth corresponded to that
nominally intended.�eir inference is that either no protected/unprotected pairs of reversing
thermometers were available to determine the actual depth, or that the scientists simply failed
to calculate the actual depth. Large numbers of such mislabelled depths can produce arti�cial
temperature and salinity trends. () Unless both the signal and the noise structure are spatially
uniform, even if the numbers of sample values were constant in time, changes in their spatial
distribution necessarily lead to apparent changes whose magnitude must be estimated to
determine the signi�cance of the result.
Water samples stored for long periods before the salinity measurement is made can

undergo signi�cant evaporation unless special precautions are taken. Comparing salinities
determined in shore laboratories months a�er they were acquired with recent measurements
made immediately on board ship a�er the data were collected can produce spurious apparent
freshening.

SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION

�e oldest records are infrared measurements of the sea-surface—interpreted as sea surface
temperature (SST)—but they were troubled by cloud cover, aerosols, and unstable, not-well
calibrated, sensors. Microwave-band measurements of SST of useful accuracy were gradually
obtained and, unlike infrared data, are largely impervious to clouds. Satellite records of
sea-surface temperature, color, and ice cover now extend over several decades. Perpetual
concerns are calibration, changed sampling rates, spatial coverage, and of course, funding.
�e textbooks on ocean-observing satellites all devote much space to the measurement of SST.

FLOATS

Owens et al. () reported on one oat trajectory extending over  years (Fig. .). Gaps in
acoustic coverage led to breaks in the measured trajectory. Generally speaking, oat records
of longer than a year or two are rare. �e Argo system is beginning to produce multiyear data
sets, but because the oats regularly cycle between the surface and a kilometer or more depth,
the computed trajectories are very noisy. Argo data are primarily used for the temperature
and salinity pro�les obtained as the oats move between the abyss and the surface, rather
than providing traditional oat trajectory information.

TRACERS

Passive tracers (those not a�ecting the density of seawater) have been introduced into the
ocean both deliberately and inadvertently. �e nuclear weapons testing that took place in the
atmosphere beginning in  reached a crescendo in the early s and then diminished
abruptly with the signing of the Partial Test Ban Treaty. �ose tests introduced a variety of
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Figure 2.28: The trajectory of a SOFAR float tracked over nine years. Gaps result from lost acoustic coverage. (From

Owens et al., 1988.)

products into the atmosphere, some quite nasty, but which did not exist naturally in signi�cant
amounts in the ocean. �e radioactive isotope of hydrogen, tritium, H, has a half-life of
about . years and was tracked as it entered into the ocean over several decades until it had
decayed so far as to become undetectable (Broecker et al., ); see Fig. .. �e pathways
traced out by its initially increasing concentration do give at least a qualitative impression
of oceanic water trajectories (Fig. .). Other tracers arising from the bomb tests include
carbon- (C, radiocarbon) and the stable helium- (He) decay product of tritium, which
is o�en used to calculate tracer “ages,” a subject requiring special treatment (see p. ). Other
arti�cially generated substances, such as the chlorouorocarbons (Freons), can also be used.
In recent years, arti�cial tracers such as SF have been deliberately introduced in small areas
to study small-scale ocean stirring and mixing (Ledwell et al., ; “stirring” and “mixing”
are technically di�erent processes and will be taken up later.)

2.7 EXPERIMENTS AND EXPEDITIONS

Deployment strategies of instruments that were used over the years are an important element
in the evolving understanding of the ocean, and to a great extent its history becomes that of
the entire subject. An oversimpli�ed summary would be that two parallel e�orts have always
characterized the �eld: () regional exploration using ships, and much later, the deployment
of arrays of moored instruments and oats; and () basin and global reconnaissances and
then, in the very recent past, attempts at sustained global coverage. Somewhat typical of
the �rst kind of e�orts were the northern North Atlantic description by Helland-Hansen
and Nansen () in the early days, and the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE

Almost completely lost in most modern accounts of oceanography are the excitement and romance of work
at sea. Early oceanography was part of the heroic age of exploration that began with Christopher Columbus. �e
connection began to fade only with the arrival of travel by jet aircra�, the appearance of satellite data, and the
Internet. Deacon, , is a standard account of the history to . Physical oceanography since about  has
been covered by Jochum and Murtugudde (), and numerous interesting individual reminiscences and oral
histories exist.
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Figure 2.29: The tritium (3H) content in tritium units (TU) in rain from the northern (top panel)

and southern hemisphere (bottom panel). Insets show the years 1967–1970 in more detail.

Notice the much wider scale in the northern hemisphere, which saw the dominant rainout of this

hydrogen isotope. Almost all of the tritium came from atmospheric nuclear weapons tests and

reached a clear maximum in the northern hemisphere in the early 1960s. With a 12.5-year half-life,
3H does not occur naturally in the ocean, and because it becomes part of the water molecule, it is

a passive tracer of water movement. 1 TU is the number of tritium atoms in a population of 1018

hydrogen atoms. (From Doney et al., 1992.)
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Figure 2.30: A section showing the tritium concentration (TU) in the North Pacific: from the Aleutians to 69XS along

a meridian varying between 170XE and 165XW in about 1973. Station numbers are shown at the top. The most striking

feature is the near-surface confinement (a contrast with some other parts of the ocean) and the strong increase

toward the north. (From Fine et al., 1981.)

Group, ) in latter times. An entire library can be �lled with the still-growing literature
on the oceanography of special sub-regions of the oceans—all of which di�er. High-latitude
oceanography is a current focus.
Conventionally, modern oceanography is dated from the British Challenger Expedition,

which circumnavigated the world over several years in the s with a degree of sampling
apparently not ever repeated by a single ship. In the s, the German research vessel
Meteor conducted a hydrographic survey of the Atlantic Ocean (see Wüst and Defant, ).
During the International Geophysical Year (IGY), the United Kingdom and the United States
resurveyed the North Atlantic (Fuglister, ); the International Indian Ocean Expedition
was mounted to obtain long hydrographic lines there (Wyrtki et al., ); and the R/V Eltanin
covered the Southern Ocean (Gordon and Molinelli, ).
�e availability in the s of self-contained in situ instruments led to diminishing interest

in large or regional-scale hydrographic surveys in favor of a series of localized “experiments”
directed primarily at physical processes.Avery incomplete list of the latter and the associated
programswould include the coupled ocean-atmosphere ENSOphenomenon (Tropical Ocean–
Global Atmosphere, TOGA), coastal upwelling (Coastal Upwelling Ecosystems Analysis–
CUEA), and geostrophic eddies (Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment, MODE). �ese later
programs o�en combined many of the new current meters, dri�ers, oats, pro�lers, etc., with
classical, but localized, hydrographic surveys.
Toward the end of the twentieth century, the growth of interest in climate (by de�nition a

global problem), the increasingly robust and long-lived electronic devices, and the availablility
of satellite-borne instruments anticipated to produce useful measurements of sea-surface
height, winds, time-dependent gravity, and sea-surface temperature led to the �rst global

Oceanographers almost never carry out experiments in the classical sense of measuring a controlled system.
�e term “experiment” has come to mean any set of �eld measurements, sometimes with the implication of testing a
hypothesis.
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oceanographic program, theWorld Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE).�at program
encompassed traditional shipboard hydrography, but on a global scale, combined with many
of the array of available electronic devices and satellite altimeters and other spaceborne
measuring devices. Many of the results from WOCE are used throughout this book. Out
of WOCE and successor programs have come the instruments that continue to provide
near-global coverage, including the satellites, the Argo oats, and, as always, shipboard
hydrographic surveys and their ancillary measurements.
In the abstract, an important oceanographic problem concerns devising the best future

mix of instruments and their deployment strategy for providing the most useful information.
Ocean instruments are expensive, and their use confronts di�cult logistical challenges,
thus justifying an investment in understanding the scienti�c bene�ts and costs of di�erent
instrument mixes and deployment strategies. Elements of this optimization problem have
been discussed in the literature, but the subject is not pursued here, in part because of its
complexity on several levels. Fundamentally, without agreement on what the speci�c goals
and purposes are, optimization of a �eld deployment is either impossible or not meaningful.
Instrument types are not fungible—moored array groups skilled in that work will not decide
to focus instead on using oats; not ying an ocean-observing satellite does not lead to more
ships. Deciding that modelling skill can substitute for direct measurements can lead to intense
scienti�c controversy. We leave the subject here.

2.8 THE FRONTIER: DURATION

As spatial coverage of the ocean has come to be at least intermittently nearly complete,
the frontier of observational di�culties has shi�ed to the problem of duration: the lack of
long records is one of the most fundamental problems in physical oceanography and its
related climate and biological sciences. Once a time series has been established, many things
militate against its sustenance: () Absent an unexpected event, the cost of extending a -year
record for another  years o�en appears much less compelling than measuring some other
variable with a new instrument for  years. () Technologies inevitably shi�, and a time
series measured with an “old-fashioned” method runs the risk of appearing archaic and so
is not pursued, even if the technology remains useful. A decision to replace a still-useful
older technology (e.g., reversing thermometers on Nansen bottles were replaced by CTDs)
requires considerable knowledge and insight, an interest in the o�en di�cult intercalibration
problems and in the trade-o�s of ease of use and cost against possibly greater precision and
accuracy. () An old scienti�c rule of thumb is that a record is worth reanalyzing when it
doubles in length. �us a scientist with a -year data record has little personal incentive
to �ght for funding and calibration to extend the record by another  years, important
as that might be to the wider community. () Measurements become seemingly routine
and are turned over to technicians to maintain—people who will not themselves use the
data and who have no stake in nor understanding of the necessity of tight quality control;
deterioration is almost inevitable. Keeling () provided an interesting perspective on the
vicissitudes of maintaining long-duration measurements. He was measuring atmospheric
CO concentrations, but the problems are generic.

An informal account of its history is in Wunsch, b, and Siedler et al. () attempted a science summary.
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2.9 OTHER GENERIC OBSERVATION ISSUES

MODELS

Occasionally some scientists, ones typically devoted to making observations, will proclaim
that they “never use models”—only “data.” But even the simplest measurements involve
a model of some sort and hence a series of o�en complex assumptions. A commonplace
example is the mercury thermometer, which requires conversion of a properly calibrated
length into a temperature value. XBT data interpretation is directly dependent upon a model
of the fall rate.
Ocean models are o�en conceptual. Consider a sequence of temperatures measured at

m depth at a temporal separation of  h. Interpretation of the changes recorded would be
radically di�erent for a scientist who believed she was studying internal gravity waves; one
who thought she was seeing changes in mixed-layer depth; or one studying moving frontal
structures. �e “model” is not necessarily a numerical one—it is nevertheless a complex and
sophisticated world view and is a presence in any usable measurement.

SAMPLING

�e concept of aliasing, described more completely in Appendix A, has already been invoked
several times and is a constant concern. For example, space agencies like to y satellites that
maintain Sun synchrony—returning to each point on the Earth’s surface at a �xed time of day.
In those orbits they are able to remain always illuminated by the Sun and avoid the use of
expensive and heavy battery packs, but daily samples can incur large errors (e.g., Gentemann
et al., ).

ERROR ESTIMATES

No perfect measurements exist and error estimation is o�en the critical step in an analysis.
Determining errors can be extremely di�cult and is an e�ort that calls attention to the
weaknesses of a result, sometimes even demonstrating that a hard-won result is not useful.
Consequently, some authors just ignore the entire subject.
O�en the errors are the essence of the science: For example, the �rst person to calculate

the transport of the Gulf Stream near Florida could have usefully inferred that it was “about
 Sv,” which tells a reader that it is unlikely to be  or . But a second investigator who re-
ports that it is about  Sv is hiding essential information: if a realistic error estimate produced
 �  Sv, a reasonable inference is that the �rst reported measurement was indistinguishable
from the new one. If, however, the new report was  � , then a third investigator might
wonder if the discrepancy between �rst and second measurements was a real one, or simply
that the �rst measurement had a large, but unreported error bar. If the third measurement
is  �  Sv, questions arise about di�ering methodologies, seasonal cycles, sampling errors,
etc. (�e � notation usually denotes what is called the standard error derived from the stan-
dard deviation of an ordinary average. For Gaussian processes it corresponds to roughly
a % con�dence interval—see Appendix A. More cautious authors will use error bars of
two standard deviations, which is roughly a % con�dence interval, and will check the

As Appendix D notes,  Sverdrup, abbreviated as Sv, is de�ned as a volume transport of m/s and for
seawater is approximately a mass transport of  kg/s, with about a % error. It is not a Système Internationale (SI)
unit.
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near-Gaussian assumption.) See Lanzante, , for a discussion of the problem of deciding
on (in)consistency of estimates.
In measurements generally, a critical distinction lies between the ideas of accuracy and

precision. �e former refers to absolute standards, the latter to the ability to detect changes,
be they spatial or temporal. �us a reversing thermometer might have an absolute calibration
accuracy of �.XC, but a trained observer might (and sometimes did) claim to be able to
read it repeatedly to within �.XC. If true, changes considerably smaller than the accuracy
can be detected. Improved accuracy in an instrument is not always useful: if a thermometer
could be calibrated to �.XC, reports of measurements to that accuracy would not be of
much interest if repeating the measurement min later or at  km separation would always
show changes much greater than the instrumental accuracy. Accuracy and precision must be
understood and used in the context of the magnitudes and character of the noise, whether
instrumental or natural. (�e terminology is itself sometimes not precise, as changes are
sometimes quoted as having an accuracy determined by the precision.)
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Figure 2.31: Laboratory measurements of the speed of light through time. Assuming the most

recent values are correct (?), it is notable that numerous very careful measurements under

controlled laboratory conditions are not consistent within one standard error with that value.

(Under conventional assumptions, about 35% of the values should lie outside one standard

deviation.) Did the speed of light change through time? Or were there systematic errors unknown

to the experimentalists? Why do the values cluster over decades? Are much less well-controlled

oceanographic measurements immune to such difficulties? (From Henrion and Fischoff, 1986.)
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